In this report we present a process language for security protocols together with an operational semantics and an alternative semantics in terms of sets of events. The denotation of process is a set of events, and as each event specifies a set of pre and postconditions, this denotation can be viewed as a Petri net. This Petri-net semantics has a strong relation to both Paulson's inductive set of rules [Pau98] and strand spaces [THG98c] . By means of an example we illustrate how the Petri-net semantics can be used to prove properties such as secrecy and authentication.
Introduction
In this section we introduce some basic concepts about security protocols, their properties, and the chosen model. We then briefly describe our work as well as related work.
Security protocols
Security protocols are concerned with exchanging messages between agents via an untrusted medium. The protocols aim at providing guarantees such as confidentiality of transmitted data, user authentication, anonymity etc. A protocol is often described as a sequence of messages, and usually encryption is used to achieve security goals.
As an example consider the Needham-Schröder-Lowe (NSL) protocol:
(1) A −→ B : {n, A} P ub(B) (2) B −→ A : {n, m, B} P ub(A) (3) A −→ B : {m} P ub (B) This protocol, like many others of this kind has two roles: one for the initiator, here A, and one for the responder, here B. It is a public-key protocol that assumes an underlying public-key infrastructure, such as RSA [RSA78] . Both initiator and receiver have their own, secret private key. Public keys in contrast are known to all participants in the protocol. In addition, the NSL protocol makes use of nonces.
One can think of them as newly generated, unguessable numbers whose purpose is to ensure the freshness of messages. Suppose A and B are agent names standing for agents Alice and Bob. The protocol describes an interaction between the initiator Alice and the responder Bob as following: Alice sends to Bob a new nonce n together with his own agent name A both encrypted with Bob's public key. When the message is received by Bob, he decrypts it with his secret private key. Once decrypted, Bob prepares an encrypted message for Alice that contains a new nonce together with the nonce received from Alice and his name B. Acting as responder, Bob sends it to Alice, who recovers the clear text using her private key. Alice convinces herself that this message really comes from Bob, by checking whether she got back the same nonce sent out in the first message. If that is the case, she acknowledges Bob by returning his nonce. He will do the same test.
The NSL protocol aims at distributing nonces n and m in a secure way, allowing no one but the initiator and the responder to know them (secrecy). Another aim of the protocol is authentication: Bob should be guaranteed that n is indeed the nonce sent by Alice.
The protocol should be thought of a longer message-exchange sequence. After initiator and responder complete a protocol exchange, they will continue communication possibly using the exchanged nonces to establish a session key.
As experience shows, even if protocols are designed carefully, following established criteria [AN96] , they may contain flaws. To be useful protocols in fact involve many concurrent runs among a set of distributed users. Then, the NSL protocol for example, is prone to an attack if the name of Bob, B, is not included in the second message. This attack on the original protocol of Needham and Shröder was discovered by Lowe [Low96] . Formal analysis of security protocols can both help to prove protocols correct with respect to a chosen model and to discover flaws.
Security properties
There is no common agreement on how to formalise the meaning of security. Just looking at secrecy or authentication properties, there are a variety of definitions [Aba98, Aba99, AG97, Low97, Ros98b, Sch96] . A property, even the formulation of a property, may be more interesting then another, depending on the protocol and the purpose for which it was designed. Given this abundance of different definitions, it is important to state precisely the properties that are proven and the conditions under which they hold.
Properties like authentication and secrecy can often be regarded as forms of safety properties in the sense that they reduce to a property holding of finite histories. In this report we consider them as such. When we talk about secrecy we mean that:
"A message M is secret if it never appears unprotected on the medium."
This definition is used for example in Paulson's inductive method [Pau98] and in the strand-space approach [THG98c] but originates from Dolev and Yao [DY83] . A common definition of authentication is the agreement property defined in Lowe [Low97] :
"An initiator A agrees with a responder B on same message M if whenever A completes a run of the protocol as initiator, using M apparently with B, then there exists a previous run of the protocol where B acts as responder using M apparently with A."
There are other security properties one would like to prove about protocols, such as anonymity, non-repudiation, etc. Some of them, e.g., non-interference, cannot be expressed as safety properties. Non interference provides a different definition of secrecy and is often used in process-algebra approaches [AG97, RS99] . Secrecy can be expressed by means of equivalence between processes [Aba99] :
"Given a process P (x) with only free variable x, P preserves secrecy of x if P (M) and P (N) are equivalent for all closed messages M and N."
We do not study this alternative version of secrecy in this report. However we do propose a process language for reasoning about protocols. It might be interesting in the future to investigate security properties expressed by process equivalences.
The Dolev-Yao model
The assumptions of the Dolev-Yao model are commonly used in modelling security protocols. First introduced in Dolev and Yao [DY83] , their model underlies a variety of approaches, e.g., [Low96, MMS97, THG98c, Sch96, Ros98b, Pau98] . The basic assumptions of their model are:
• Cryptography is treated as a black box, that is, encrypted messages are assumed to be unforgeable by anyone who does not have the right key to decrypt. Keys are assumed to be unguessable.
• The adversary is an active intruder, not only capable of eavesdropping on messages passing through the communication medium. He can also modify, replay and suppress messages, and even participate in the protocol, masquerading as a trusted user.
In the original Dolev-Yao model, it is shown that the problem "Is a given protocol secure?" is decidable for a very special kind of protocols, namely cascade protocols and name-stamp protocols [DY83] . In this context security is taken as being essentially secrecy. This class of protocols is rather restricted and current protocols are beyond its range. The security problem is undecidable for more general protocols [EG83] .
This work
We present a language for modelling security protocols. The language was inspired by Paulson's inductive approach to crypto-protocol analysis [Pau99, Pau98] . Whereas Paulson provides an analysis of protocols in a case-by-case manner, formalising each protocol directly by a set of rules to specify how traces of events are built-up, we sought a single language and semantics, capable of expressing a broad range of protocols. The result is an asynchronous language, that resembles Linda [Gel85] in some way. Both public-key and private-key cryptography can be handled and are treated as a black box. We give both an operational and an event-based semantics for the language. The former gives a traditional style of operational semantics to describe the behaviour of interacting processes by means of an open network, the latter describes a process by its set of events giving rise to a Petri net. The main reason we introduced the event based semantics is to provide a basis for the kind of local reasoning employed for cryptographic protocols. The difficulty we encountered in using the more traditional operational semantics was that actions of the same component can appear very far away from each other in a trace, separated by actions from other components. Proving them part of the same component turned out to be rather difficult. A semantics in terms of events, is our answer to this problem. Although the operational semantics is given first, it is the event-based semantics that best shows the connection to other approaches such as the inductive method [Pau99] and strand spaces [THG98c] . Though, in this report we do not formalise this correspondence, and we do not prove the relation between operational and Petri-net semantics. These questions are to be part of the Ph.D. work of the first author.
An example helps us to illustrate how proof techniques that are used in strand space like proofs can be transferred to our model. Our hope is that other different techniques transfer and thus can be compared.
Taking the Needham-Schröder-Lowe (NSL) protocol as an example we briefly introduce the inductive approach, in Section 2, as well as the strand-space approach, in Section 3. In Section 4 we introduce our language, give an operational and a Petrinet semantics. The NSL protocol example illustrates how a system of interactive agents as well as a malicious user can be programmed. Authentication and secrecy guarantees for the responder are proven in Section 5, on the basis of our Petri-net semantics. In Section 6 we conclude with an introduction of future work.
Related work
Our work is in many ways related to the strand-space approach [THG98a, THG98b, THG98c] . In fact the single processes, components of the system, can be viewed as strands and our proofs use them much in the same way. This fact is perhaps not surprising, since our language is inspired by Paulson's inductive approach [Pau, Pau98, Pau99] . Strand-space proofs are claimed to be shorter than the ones carried out in the inductive model. Moreover they can be done by hand. The usual reason given for the advantage of strands over a set of rules, is that strands take the dependencies among events of a crypto-protocol into better account. It seems to us however, that proofs are shorter mainly because the desired property is not proven directly, but via a "smart" invariant. We believe that in many cases the same reasoning could be done based in the inductive method. In fact the premises of a set of rules give the desired dependencies. We hope in the future to relax our semantics so as to capture precisely the inductive model, and formally compare the two known approaches.
Formalising a protocol using a language is merely a programming activity and requires less work than to give a set of rules or a strand space right away. Agents are simply processes and so is the intruder. The programmer has the freedom to tune the power of the malicious user, e.g., to a passive rather then an active intruder.
It is worth noting that strand spaces have been used recently as one basis for an automatic checker [Son99] .
We discovered similarities between our approach and one using multiset rewritings based on linear logics [CDL + 99] , where logical formulas play a role similar to the processes, components of a system programmed in out language. A recent paper [CDL + 00] connecting strands with multiset rewriting systems, suggests further similarities with our work.
With respect to other process-algebra approaches [AG97, Ros98b, Sch96] we choose the open-network view, rather then allowing private channels. Everything that is sent can in principle be eavesdropped and only encryption is used to protect the transmitted data. Our language is asynchronous, whereas the Spi calculus [AG97] is based on the synchronous π-calculus, and in contrast to CSP-based approaches [Ros98b, Sch96] , there is no need to program the medium explicitly.
There are numerous model checking approaches, e.g., [Low96, MMS97, Ros95] , sometimes connected with process calculi.
In comparison with logic approaches such as BAN logic [BAN89] , with a process language we are closer to the implementation of protocols. Nevertheless we hope to take advantage of logics for reasoning about sequences of events.
We gave a Petri-net semantics to our language. Petri nets have previously been applied to the verification of cryptographic protocols [NT92] , though this application of Petri nets does not seem to be fully explored yet. We are not sure how our approach relates to the existing work on Petri nets [NT92] .
Finally we want to mention the world of computational and information-theoretic approaches [Can00] . There is a gap between formal methods and the cryptologist's techniques to prove protocols correct. A first attempt to bridge the gap starting from the formal methods side can be found in [LMMS98a, LMMS98b, LMMS99].
Prerequisites
Some familiarity with the inductive method and the strand-space method for protocol verification would be helpful in realising this report, as would basic knowledge of the π-calculus [Mil99, Bou91] , in particular of its cryptographic version, the Spi calculus [AG97] . In giving semantics to our language we make some use of ideas from Petri nets.
The inductive approach
In this section we briefly summarise the inductive modelling approach to security protocols making use of the NSL-protocol example.
t ∈ N SL n ∈ parts(set(t)) (Says A B {n, A} P ub(B) )ˆt ∈ N SL (1) t ∈ N SL Gets B {n, A} P ub(B) ∈ set(t) m ∈ parts(set(t))
(f ake)
Figure 1: NSL-protocol rules
The protocol is modelled by a set NSL of traces, i.e., sequences of events: Event Says A B M, means that agent A sends the message M to B. Event Gets A M instead means that A received the message M. The receiver does not know who is the sender of the message, unless the message itself contains enough information to authenticate it. The protocol traces are built up inductively by a set of rules as shown in Figure 1 . The presented inductive definition, differs slightly from the one presented in Paulson [Pau98] , taking explicit input events "Gets" as in [Pau99] , rather then only output events "Says". One should think of the given rules, as schemata. A, B should be thought of as ranging over a set of Agents participating in the protocol. Similarly n, m range over a set of Nonces and Keys, M over all possible Messages that can be constructed from a set of values, by encryption and composition. We write set(t) for the set of messages in the trace t, and parts(S) for the set of sub-components of messages in a set S defined in the obvious way (see [Pau99] for a formal definition). To each message of the informal protocol description we have a corresponding rule:
(1) We can extend a given trace with the first output message of the protocol description, provided that A's nonce is new, i.e., not already present in the trace to be extended.
(2) Extending a trace with the second message of the protocol requires not only B's nonce to be chosen freshly, i.e., m ∈ parts(set(t)), but also A's message to be previously received by B.
(3) Similarly for the last message that A sends to B. In addition, the nonce sent by A in the first message has to correspond to the the nonce returned to A. This is achieved simply by adding A's first message as a premise.
(receive) A principal can get a message, only if it has previously been sent to him. The rule does not require any other premise, thus makes the reception of a message always possible.
(f ake) The last rule models the spy. We write spy(t) for the set of messages the intruder can build up from past traffic. Typically Spy will not only be able to eavesdrop on all messages, i.e., all messages appearing in t are included in spy(t), but also to build up new messages or extract parts of messages. The active spy will have the ability to encrypt and decrypt with all available keys, typically all public keys and the private keys of corrupted agents. A precise description of how this set is obtained can be found in [Pau98, Pau99] .
It is noteworthy that once the premises hold for a rule, it can be applied any number of times. This adds stuttering to NSL traces, as in the following trace:
(SaysA B{n, A} P ub(B) )(Gets B{n, A} P ub(B) )(Gets B{n, A} P ub(B) )(SaysA B{n, A} P ub(B) )
One could think of a tighter model with a distinct receive rule for each different message of the protocol and with premises that enforce sequential events. To prove properties about protocols, it seems that the more "generous" model described in Figure 1 is sufficient. The reason is that we want protocols to be secure in a hostile environment that may have stuttering, which might be provided by the spy. Security properties such as secrecy and authentication can be defined on the set of traces of the protocol. The rules are used to prove properties inductively. Secrecy of the initiator's nonce corresponds for example to:
This is indeed a sufficient condition to guarantee secrecy: For all messages M in the trace t, the nonce n does not appear in clear text. If n did appear in clear text, then Spy could see it, i.e., n ∈ spy(t) and use the (f ake) rule to extend the trace by (Says Spy B n). The previous theorem holds for the NSL protocol, provided that the secret keys of both initiator and responder are not leaked to the spy, i.e., P riv(A), P riv(B) ∈ spy(t).
Since proofs of security properties based on rule induction can be long, machine support, using, e.g., the Isabelle theorem prover [Pau94] , is particularly valuable. In this section we briefly recall the strand-space approach to modelling security protocols [THG98c, THG98a, THG98b] . The NSL protocol is again our example.
As for the inductive approach, the model is based on sequences of events. Instead of taking traces of the entire protocol execution, consider sequences of events that correspond to single protocol exchanges of each distinct agent. No rules are needed to construct such sequences. They can simply be read from the informal protocol description. For reasons of uniformity with the previous section, let us keep the events to be of the same kind: Says A B M and Gets B M. For the NSL protocol we have:
Init(A, B, n, m) = (Says A B{n, A} P ub(B) )(Gets A{n, m, B} P ub(A) )(Says A B{m} P ub(B) ) Resp(A, B, n, m) = (Gets B{n, A} P ub(B) )(Says B A{n, m, B} P ub(A) )(Gets B{m} P ub(B) )
where Init(A, B, n, m) stands for the trace of an initiator's run and Resp(A, B, n, m) for the trace of a responder's run. We call these sequences strands. A strand space is simply a collection of strands. For simplicity we do not consider having repetitions of the same trace in the strand space. This would mean tagging each occurrence with a different index. A full treatment can be found in [THG98c] . Repetitions allow us to model an agent doing the same run of the protocol more than once. The NSL protocol indeed does not allow this, since a new nonce will be chosen each time, and so all traces are distinguished. Nevertheless we take care of repetitions in the rest of the report, since we are concerned with a semantics for a language that aims at modelling a range of protocols.
If we want to model a malicious intruder, we add strands for each capability of the intruder. Figure 2 shows an infiltrated strand space that models the NSL protocol:
(Init) The initiator strands. We instantiate over the set of Agents participating in the protocol. In this way we allow any agent to act as an initiator with any other participant. We instantiate as well over all possible Nonces.
(Resp) The responder strands.
(sutt) This infiltrated strand allows the spy to eavesdrop on any message and replicate it. It builds stuttering into the system.
(tupl) Allows the spy to concatenate any two eavesdropped messages.
(dec) The spy can also decompose any composite message.
(encr) Whenever the spy gets hold of a key, she can use it for encryption (decr) or for decryption.
(bad) The intruder knows all leaked keys. With Bad we indicate the set of keys the intruder can get hold of.
Msg is the set of messages that can be built up from an initial set of values, by encryption, decryption, and composition. A strand space has an obvious graph associated with it. The graph describes the dependencies among events in terms of possible interactions among agents and the control points on a particular strand. Each event of a strand is a node of the graph. The edges are among two consecutive events of the same strand and from events of the form Gets C M to Says A B M events. Therefore an input event can only occur if the same message has already been sent. Moreover an event can occur only if all the events preceeding it on the same strand, already occurred.
As we mentioned we are interested in showing that for each run of the protocol some property holds. A protocol exchange is defined in terms of a bundle, a finite and acyclic subgraph of the strand-space graph such that:
• For each event belonging to the subgraph all preceeding events of the same strand belong to the subgraph.
• For each input event there is a unique corresponding send. 
where C is a bundle. Again one can show the property to hold provided that P riv(A), P riv(B) ∈ Bad. Some more requirements are needed in reality: The nonce n is uniquely originating, i.e., there is only one strand with n appearing as Says A B {n, A} P ub(B) Figure 3 : An NSL-protocol bundle sub-message on a "Says" event and no other event containing n precedes it on the same strand. The concept of unique origination captures the idea that a nonce is fresh and is a central concept in proving properties in this model. For a better treatment of origination and the proof of the above property we refer to [THG98c] . Here we just recall that the argument of the proof is simplified by proving, inductively, a slightly stronger statement. In Section 5 we present a proof of secrecy that follows very much the same lines.
A language for security protocols
In this section we introduce a language for modelling and verifying security protocols. We first introduce the syntax of the language, its operational semantics and then show how to program the NSL protocol. We then present a Petri-net semantics and a variation of it, which allows us to prove secrecy in Section 5.
The language
We start by giving the syntactic sets of the language:
• An infinite set of Names, with n, m ranging over it
• A set of agents, A, B ∈ Agents
• A set of indexes, i ∈ Indexes
• Variables over names x, y, z ∈ Nvar
• Variables over agents X, Y, Z ∈ Avar We take Names and Agents to be disjoint sets, as are the three sets of variables. The set Indexes contains Agents and the set IN of natural numbers. The other syntactic sets of the language are built up by the grammar shown in Figure 4 . We use injections to distinguish between public, private and symmetric keys. Keys can be used in building up encrypted messages. As in the Spi calculus, {M} k denotes the message M encrypted using the key k. As we also, for instance, write {M} k for decryption under the key k a term of this form may or may not be ciphertext. The set of messages is obtained from the grammar in Figure 4 , equated with the least substitutive equivalence relation such that:
The resulting message algebra allows an intuitive treatment of encryption and decryption. In particular, if M is already a ciphertext, then {M} k may stand for the clear text obtained decrypting with the right key. We believe that this algebra of messages is well suited to the treatment of both public and symmetric-key encryption. In contrast to the Spi calculus [AG97] and other approaches [THG98c, Pau98] , we are no longer bound to the strong encryption assumption:
It is for example the case that
but {{n} P ub(B) } P ub(A) = n and P ub(B) = P riv(A), which clearly does not respect that assumption. Our approach allows for more expressive power and still guarantees that clear text can be obtained from ciphertext only using the right key. We say that a message is in reduced form if none of its components can be further reduced using the above message equations in a left to right fashion.
Proposition 4.1 For every message there is a unique reduced form. Any two messages M, N such that M = N have the same reduced form.
Proof. From the confluence property of the message reduction relation and by induction on the definition of equality among messages.
2
Given a message M we write red(M) for its reduced form. The following property holds for public and symmetric-key encryption. For simplicity we look at the symmetric keys only.
Proposition 4.2 Let M, N be messages and k, k ′ symmetric keys. Then
Proof. Property 1) follows from the existence of a unique reduced form, (Proposition 4.1) and 2) follows by well-founded induction from a) and from Proposition 4.1. 2
We distinguish patterns from messages, in that they do not contain encryption. An example that shows how to recover clear text form an encrypted message is the following
If a message {M} P ub(A) is received as input, thus substituted instead of ψ ′ , then by virtue of the message algebra the case construct will extract the ciphertext M and bind it to ψ. Proposition 4.2 ensures that this can happen only if the right key is used for decryption.
Let var(M), var(Π) be the variables of a message M and pattern Π respectively. The set of free variables of a process, f v(P ), is defined by structural induction in Figure 5 . As usual, we say that a process without free variables is closed, as is a message without variables. We will write Proc for the set of closed processes and Msg for the set of closed messages that are in reduced form. Variables that are not free are said to be bound. Informally speaking, the semantics of processes is as follows:
nil The nil process, with no actions.
Figure 5: Free variables of process terms new(x).P This chooses a new, fresh name and binds it to the variable x in P . (The new construct is like that of Pitts and Stark [PS93] and abstracts out an important property of a value chosen randomly from some large set; such a value is likely to be new.) Our treatment of new is a little different from the restriction of the π-calculus [Mil99] , as will be clear from the formal operational semantics of the language, given in the next section.
out(M).P outputs the message M on the medium.
in(Π).P waits for an input that matches the pattern Π and binds the variables occurring in the pattern.
[M = N].P The match construct hands the control over to process P if M = N and behaves like nil otherwise. This construct will be especially useful for testing nonces, as shown in the example of Section 4.3.
[M > Π].P As we already mentioned, the case construct is used to decompose messages in subcomponents. It checks whether there is a substitution of the pattern variables of Π that matches the message M. If so it binds those variables, otherwise behaves like nil.
Protocols usually involve concurrent agents participating in different parallel runs. Parallel composition will therefore play an important role in our language. In expressing properties about protocols we want to say that some action is performed by a particular agent. Tagging actions with the name of that agent will allow us to do so. We have an indexed form of parallel composition: i∈I P i is the parallel composition of all components in the indexing set I ⊆ Indexes.
We can abbreviate i∈IN P to !P and i∈{j} P i to j : P j .
Before defining a formal operational semantics in Section 4.2 we first define the set of names of a process. We make use of this later. Figure 6 shows the definition by
Figure 6: Names of processes structural induction on processes where names(M) is the set of names of a message and is assumed to be defined in the obvious way.
We as well assume a definition of variable substitution σ for messages and processes. We require it to substitute for a variable x ∈ Nvar a name, for a variable X ∈ Avar an agent, and a closed and fully reduced message for a variable ψ ∈ Mvar. Let names(σ) be the set of names of the substituted values or messages, listed in σ. The substitution will be such that the following property is satisfied:
An operational semantics
We give the operational semantics for closed processes by (S, L, T ran), a transition system where:
• The set of states S is the set of triples P, s, t with P ∈ Proc a closed process, s ⊆ Names, and t ⊆ Msg a set of closed and reduced messages, such that names(P ) ⊆ s and names(t) ⊆ s.
• The set of labels L is the set of closed, possibly tagged actions Act defined as following:
with M ∈ Msg and i ∈ Indexes.
• The transition relation T ran ⊆ S × L × S is the smallest relation obtained inductively from the rules in Figure 7 .
In Figure 7 , by i∈I P i [P ′ j /j] we mean the process i∈I P i where P ′ j is substituted for Proof. By rule induction: if P, s, t ∈ S and (P, s, t, α, P ′ , s
Given the transition system just defined, we can talk about computations of a closed process.
Definition 4.5 For P ∈ Proc, a sequence of transitions
) ∈ T ran and P 0 = P is called a computation of P and the sequence of actions α 0 . . . α i a trace of P .
What we get is an asynchronous operational semantics, in fact at every moment the set of messages t, contains all the messages that have been sent out by the processes. Everything in t matching the required pattern can nondeterministically be received as input. The input action does not consume the occurrence of the message in t, thus there is no restriction on the number of times the same message can be received. The set of messages t has analogy with the tuple space of Linda [Gel85] . In contrast to Linda, we did not find it necessary to model the fact that a message can be deleted from t. We can get the effect of suppressing a message, by allowing a malicious user to flood the tuple space with enough junk. A similar choice is made in the inductive approach [Pau98] .
Observation 4.6 In the states of our transition system we need not only to carry along the set of messages t but also the set of names that has already been generated either by new or were originally present in the process. This avoids problems for terms like new(x).new(y).P . If we inferred the set of names from t we would not be able to detect that a new name has just been generated, when executing the second new. We would risk choosing the same name for both new occurrences.
Example: Programming the NSL protocol
We now program the NSL protocol in our language. Doing this we formalise the description given in the Introduction 1.1. Given the set of Agents participating in the protocol, we have seen that in the NSL protocol they play two roles, as initiator and responder. We assume that each agent can participate in the protocol both as initiator and responder with any other agent. Abbreviate by Init(A, B) the program of initiator A communicating with B and by Resp(B) the program of responder B. The code of both an arbitrary initiator and an arbitrary responder is given in Figure  8 . In programming the protocol we are forced to formalise aspects that are hidden in the informal description, such as the creation of new nonces and the decryption of messages.
We can model the intruder by directly programming it as a process. Figure 9 , shows a very general, active intruder, as inherited from the Dolev-Yao model. Bad is the set of agents that are corrupted, because their private key has been leaked. As we saw in Section 3, the spy has the capability of composing different eavesdropped messages, decomposing composite information, use cryptography by means of the available keys. In fact available keys are all the public keys and the leaked private keys. Choosing a different program for the intruder corresponds to restricting or augmenting its power, e.g., to passive eavesdropping or active falsification.
The whole system is obtained by putting all components in parallel. Components are replicated, to model multiple concurrent runs of a protocol. The system is described in Figure 10 .
A Petri-net semantics
In trying to prove properties of protocols using our operational semantics a difficulty that we had was to connect the syntax of the programs with the mathematical
. nil Given an event occurring in a trace, and the event corresponds to a certain action in the program, then there must be events in the trace that correspond to all preceeding actions in the program.
This intuitively obvious statement turned out to be tedious to prove, mostly because of the operational treatment of parallel composition; actions of the same component may occur in a computation very far away form each other, separated by actions of other evolving components. One goal of the following semantics is to take better account of the dependency among actions of the same component. The idea is to consider a semantics based on events encapsulating all the necessary information needed to enable them. The information in the event allows us to reason backwards and conclude what other events had to precede it. Developing this idea brought us to a semantics given in terms of Petri nets (see for example [Win87] ). Building blocks of our semantics are events. As we mentioned, we will consider events, as an action together with the necessary preconditions to enable it. We will also add to an event the conditions satisfied once it has occurred. Definition 4.7 An event is a tuple e = (P re, α, P ost), with P re = {c 1 , . . . , c h } a set of preconditions, and P ost = {d 1 , . . . , d l } a set of postconditions and α an action. (P ub(x) ).in(ψ).out({ψ} P ub(x) ).nil (encr.,decr.) Spy 4 = in(P riv(x)).in(ψ).out({ψ} P riv(x) ).nil Spy 5 = A out(P ub(A)).nil (public keys) Spy 6 = A∈Bad out(P riv(A)).nil (leaked keys) Spy = i∈{1,...,6} Spy i
Figure 9: Intruder code We will often represent an event as:
As, for instance, in Winskel [Win87] we will use . e for the preconditions of e and e . for its postconditions. We have three kinds of conditions:
• Control conditions (P ) with P ∈ Proc for keeping track of the evolving program.
• s conditions on names, requiring s ⊆ Names to be the set of used names.
• Network conditions ((M)) with M ∈ Msg, requiring the message M to be present on the network.
Control conditions and name conditions can be used only once and for one single event only. They are usual Petri-net conditions. Network conditions are of a special kind; they are "durable", meaning that once satisfied, they hold forever. This view corresponds to the operational one of never removing messages from the network. Once sent, the message remains available on the medium. In particular we will write (.) e for the "transient" preconditions of e, meaning the ones concerning names and control. An event can occur only if all the preconditions are available. A marking M is a set of conditions that hold. These are the parts of the Petri net which evolve as events occur, in a way described later in Definition 4.9. We define a semantics that associates with every closed process P a set of events and an initial marking:
The initial marking
consists of an initial name condition s 0 , where s 0 is the set of names considered already as used from the start, and therefore:
We may assume from the beginning that the network already contains some messages M 1 , . . . , M j . An important part of the initial marking are the control conditions Ic(P ): Control is handed over to the different parallel components of the program. Figure 11 shows how to construct inductively the set of events Ev(P ) and initial control conditions Ic(P ) associated with a closed process P . We have three kinds of basic events:
is an explicit event. This seems to be necessary if we want to give a Petri-net semantics without restricting the processes. We will investigate this further in the next section and show how to take, with some restriction, a more implicit account of new. An action new(n) will happen whenever the control point of the program is the expected one and set of used names does not contain name n. The next control point will be marked in the process where n is substituted for x and the set of used names is consequently modified.
• Out events:
The output event not only causes the program control to evolve, but also puts the message M on the network. The message will remain always visible on the network as the "durable" condition ((red(M))) is marked.
By induction on the number of process constructors:
i∈I {tag(i, e) | e ∈ Ev(P i )} Figure 11 : A Petri net semantics for closed processes
In events require a message, that matches the pattern, to be already present on the network and causes control to evolve.
The set of events of a process P , written Ev(P ), will consist of events like the above. It is constructed inductively on the number of process constructors in the process term P . The set of initial control conditions Ic(P ) is also built up by induction. Referring to Figure 11 , we have:
nil The nil process is described by the empty set of events. In fact no event can happen when a process terminates. A process terminates by marking the control condition (nil).
new(x).Q We add to the events of Q[n\x] new events for each name n and set of names s such that n ∈ s. The initial control condition is as expected. Control is then passed to the components Ic(Q[n\x]) of the system in which n is substituted for the bound variable x.
out(M).Q An output event is added to the events of Q.
in(Π).Q To the events of the rest of the program, we add in events for each message that matches the required pattern.
[M > Π].Q We do not associate any explicit events to a case construction. If there is no substitution σ matching M with Π[σ], we take the empty set of events as denotation for case. Otherwise it is denoted with the events of the rest of the program.
[M = N].Q Match is treated much in the same way as case, with a simplification due to the fact that there are no bindings to take care of.
i∈I P i Events belonging to different components are indexed differently. We will write tag(i, e) for the event obtained from e by tagging action, control preand postconditions of e with the index i. This makes a disjoint union of events from different components, avoiding confusing them.
We gave a way of constructing a Petri net which describes the behaviour of a process P written in our language. Sometimes we may add more events than necessary in Ev(P ). It is important to bear in mind that only the reachable ones will contribute to a computation.
If C is a set of conditions let names(C) be the set of names present in the conditions of C defined in the obvious way. Given the definition of Figure 11 the following properties hold:
Proposition 4.8 Given a closed process Q
names(Ic(Q)) ⊆ names(Q)
2. ∀e ∈ Ev(Q) . names(e . ) ⊆ names(
names( . e) otherwise Proof.
Follows from the definition of Ic(Q).
2. By well founded induction using the definitions of Ev(Q), and process names ( Figure 6 ) as well as point 1 and Proposition 4.3. We consider two interesting cases, the rest follows similarly.
Consider the set Ev(new(x).Q). If e ∈ Ev(Q[n\x]) then the property holds by induction hypothesis and if e is the added event for new then names(Ic(Q[n\x]))
1.
⊆ names(Q[n\x])
4.3
⊆ names(Q)∪{n}

= names(new(x).Q)∪{n}
Consider the set Ev(M > Π.Q). If this set is empty, then the property is vacuously true, otherwise for all e ∈ Ev(Q[σ]) the property holds by induction hypothesis.
2 This property will be useful in showing Lemma 4.10.
We now introduce a notion of computation, expressed by means of reachable markings. The token game on Petri nets adapted to our special kind of nets. It describes a computation, a sequence of moves to a reachable marking. Petri nets, being a non interleaving model for concurrency, can keep track of events occurring concurrently. For the purposes of this work we are mainly concerned with safety properties, thus we will restrict to the case where only one event happens at a time and ignore the independence of events. Define the following transition relation between markings [Win87]:
Definition 4.9 (Token game) Let P be a closed process and M 0 an initial marking for P . Let M, M ′ be markings and e ∈ Ev(P ) an event. Define M e −→ M ′ if both of the following hold
We would expect a reachable marking to contain a name condition, telling what are the used names up to that marking. In fact the following properties hold:
Lemma 4.10 Given a closed process P , for every reachable marking M i , it is the case that:
1. There is exactly one name condition s i in M i 2. For any two reachable markings M j , M i in the same sequence of transitions, if
Proof. The three properties are all proven by induction on the sequence of markings.
1. The initial marking M 0 contains by definition exactly one name condition.
The induction hypothesis together with new events being the only ones that consume and mark exactly one name condition, proves the induction step.
2. Observe that new events can only add names to the set of used names.
3. The initial marking M 0 satisfies the property by definition. Suppose that the property holds for the i-th marking M i in the sequence. By the token game we know that 
Remark 4.11 The nets we just introduced are similar to safe nets [Win87] . We do not have multiplicities. This simplifies to a treatment with sets instead of multi-sets. The rather unusual conditions we introduced, the "durable" network conditions can be thought of as holding with infinite multiplicity when marked.
The design of our Petri-net semantics suggests it to be equivalent in terms of traces to the operational semantics. This is going to be true of course only if new events in a sequence are hidden. Let Op(P, s 0 , t) be the set of traces obtained from an initial configuration P, s 0 , t by the operational semantics of Section 4.2. Let P n(P, M 0 ) be the set of traces obtained from the initial marking M 0 by the Petri-net semantics. By this we mean the sequences of actions "filtered" out of the sequences of events. Further let P n(P, M 0 ) |in,out be the traces, where the new actions are hidden. We expect to prove the following:
Conjecture 4.12 Given P closed process and M 0 = { s 0 , ((M 1 )) , . . . , ((M j ))} ∪ Ic(P ) initial marking, then Op(P, s 0 , {M 1 , . . . , M j }) = P n(P, M 0 ) |in,out .
How to treat new implicitly
In this section we study how to treat new events as implicit events. We want to think of it as a binder rather than as a visible action. This simplifies the reasoning about protocols and allows us to talk about fresh events with respect to a name, that identify the first point in a run where that name has been used.
The idea is to move the effects to the first visible event that follows. We did something similar already for case and match. Although there were no problems in doing so for these two constructs, new events cause some difficulties. Unlike case they gives rise to more then one possible substitution, in fact infinitely many. If the remaining program is a parallel composition of processes and the same variable is bound by new in more then one component, then events with different values for that variable can get confused. We will see a concrete example later in this section.
The following assumption allows us to treat new as a binder. It avoids the problematic situation where a new name is created right in front of a parallel composition.
Assumption 4.13 Our system is a process that does not have a new(x) right in front of a parallel composition.
Typically, security protocols are modelled as a parallel composition of processes, representing agents, each of which is a sequential program: The program of an agent is a list of prefix actions (see example in Section 4.3). For such processes the previous assumption holds.
As basic events we have out and in events as before, but no new events. Figure  12 shows the change in our previous semantics. The initial control condition remains unchanged. Only the events for new(x).Q change: Take all events of Q[n\x] and add name conditions to those events to which control is initially handed over. If they do not contain any name conditions, add the appropriate ones. If they already do contain name conditions because of a later new, we require n already present Observation 4.14 This modified semantics still has the properties described in Proposition 4.8, therefore Lemma 4.10 continues to hold also in this case.
The following example illustrates what goes wrong if we do not restrict to straight line programs, even though this assumption could be weakened, as the example suggests.
Example 4.15 Consider the following program, which does not respect Assumption 4.13.
new
(x). {0,1} out(x)
Suppose we treat New events implicitly as described above. The events associated to this program are:
It is easy to see that this may give rise to undesired behaviour: There is no keepingtrack of the value chosen to be substituted for x in one component and the one chosen to be substituted for x in the other component. As a consequence, different values can be used. Take as initial marking
We clearly can have a trace 0 : out(n) 1 : out(m) with n = m which is not what we want.
Let P n s (P, M 0 ) be the set of traces from sequences of events obtained from the modified semantics (Ev s (P ), M 0 ). We would expect the following:
Conjecture 4.16 Given a closed process P that satisfies Assumption 4.13 and an initial marking M 0 , we have P n s (P, M 0 ) = P n(P, M 0 ) |in,out 5 The NSL protocol: authentication and secrecy
In this section we apply our framework to prove authentication and secrecy guarantees for the responder part of the NSL protocol. We use the modified semantics of Section 4.5, where new is treated like a binder. We can do this because our NSL system ( Figure 10 ) is a parallel composition of straight line processes. The proof is along the lines of a strand-space argument [THG98c] . We first give some facts that are true in general and are important building blocks in our proofs. Then we describe the events associated to the NSL protocol and prove desired guarantees.
Definitions and useful principles
We introduce some definitions and principles useful in stating and proving authentication and secrecy of security protocols. In the rest of this section we will make the following convention:
Convention 5.1 We write n ∈ M to mean n ∈ s where s ∈ M.
A run of a protocol is a sequence of alternating marking and events, obtained applying the token game (Definition 4.9) starting from the initial marking M 0 . We write η for a partial run, i.e., a subinterval of a run of a protocol beginning and ending with either a marking or an event. We write e ∈ η if the event e occurs in the partial run η and M ∈ η if the marking M occurs in η. If we write a ∈ η then a is either a marking or and an event occurring in η. We use < η for the order relation among markings and events of a partial run η and ≤ η for its reflexive closure; so for instance, e < η M means that the event e precedes the marking M in the sequence η. If the partial run is understood from the context we omit the subscript η. Furthermore when we write a < η a ′ or a ≤ η a ′ we understand that a, a ′ ∈ η. We write < for the sub-message relation among messages in reduced form (see [THG98c] ), defined as the least binary relation such that for all M, N ∈ Msg and for all keys k all the following hold
Definition 5.2 Given a property P of markings and events of a protocol, we write P[η] for the invariance property ∀a ∈ η . P(a) of a partial run η.
Convention 5.3 Given a property P only on markings and η a partial run of a protocol, we may write P[η] for the property ∀ markings M ∈ η . P(M). This property can be easily extended to an invariance property on markings and events.
The following fact is useful in proving properties of partial runs. A notion of freshness arises from our event-based semantics. We say that a name is fresh on the occurrence of an event, if that event introduced the name for the first time. Formally: Definition 5.5 Given an event e, a name n ∈ Names is fresh on e, written F resh(n, e), if s ∈ . e, s ′ ∈ e . , n ∈ s, and n ∈ s ′ .
A name can be fresh only once in a protocol run: Once added to the set of used names, it will stay used.
Principle 5.6 (Freshness Principle) Let η be a complete run of a protocol, starting from an initial marking M 0 .
Obvious.
2. Suppose the contrary: Given a name n ∈ Names, there exists e j , e h events in η, e j = e h such that F resh(n, e j ) and F resh(n, e h ). Assume e j < e h . Then by Lemma 4.10 we get a contradiction, since n ∈ s ′ j , n ∈ s j and s ′ j ⊆ s h . Similarly for e h < e j .
3. Suppose that there exists M < e such that n ∈ M. We get a contradiction from the previous points 1 and 2.
2
A principle that follows directly form the token game on our Petri net semantics is the following:
Principle 5.7 (Precedence Principle) Given η a run of a protocol from an initial marking M 0 then:
Proof. By definition of the token game. 2
A particular instance of this principle is saying that for every occurrence of an input event there exists a previously corresponding occurrence of an output event. This is what we mean when we refer to the Output-input Principle. Moreover, if the Precedence Principle is applied to control conditions, one can determine preceeding events belonging to the same component.
The last principle recalls the token game:
NSL-protocol events
In Section 4.3 we have seen how to program the NSL protocol. Associated to the program is a set of events and an initial marking. We use the semantics of Section 4.5, with the implicit treatment of new as shown in Figure 12 . We do not give the initial control conditions Ic(NSL) explicitly. They will be consist of parallel components of the system, indexed accordingly.
In Figure 13 and in Figure 14 we give the events of the components of the system. They extend in an obvious way (by indexing) for replication and parallel composition to the components that form the NSL system. In the rest of this report we partially omit tagging and use only the indexes that are necessary to make clear which is the component of the system we refer to. For convenience we put events together in nets by joining them at their corresponding control points. In this way the dependencies between events are better displayed. Sometimes we will write () or (i) with i indexing tag, for a control condition that is clear from the context.
Let us start with the components of an arbitrary initiator and an arbitrary responder. The initiator and responder events are just as one would expect looking at the processes in Figure 8 . Consider for example the initiator Init (A, B) . Since it is a straight line program its first set of events share as a control pre-condition the process that is the component itself. These first events are out events, moreover each of them is fresh for a name n. This is as expected from the program, where the first action is an out preceeded by a new. The next action in the initiator's process is an in. It will be executed only after the previous output and only if the network contains a message matching the required pattern. Following the input we have a case and a match, both constructs will allow us to pass the control to an event only if the message received is of the required form. The properties in Proposition 4.2 ensure that decryption is made only with the right key and there are in events leading to nil corresponding to unsuccessful applications of case and match. Finally we have out events that wait for a marked control condition coming from the successful tests.
The intuition behind the responder events of Figure 13 and Spy events of Figure  14 is the same as explained for the initiator events. The spy is a component of the system, that usually remains fixed for all the protocols.
An enabled sequence of events from an initial marking, will represent a possible run of the NSL protocol.
Secrecy of private keys
We show a lemma that will be useful for the proofs of authentication and secrecy. In fact it is a secrecy theorem in its own right: If the private keys of the agents are not leaked, then they will stay secret during all the runs of the protocol. Furthermore, they will never appear as part of the content of a message sent on the medium. This has proven to be a useful lemma in previous approaches [THG98c, Pau99] . We recall that Bad is the set of key initially known to be leaked to the intruder.
Lemma 5.9 Given η a run of NSL, if P riv(A) ∈ Bad then the invariance property I[η] ≡ ∀M ∈ η . ∀((M)) ∈ M . P riv(A) < M holds (and analogously for P riv(B)).
(Init (A, B) ) n s\{n} u u j j j j j j j j j j (({n, A} P ub(B) )) out{n, A} P ub(B) We prove that there is no such event e associated to NSL that belongs to the protocol run η. The Token Game 5.8 tells us that among all the events associated to the NSL protocol, we have to consider only output events. An inspection of the agent nets (Figure 13 ), shows that there are no output events associated with agents that could mark a message containing P riv(A). It remains to consider Spy events. For example
with P riv(A) < M. By the Precedence Principle 5.7 and the events in Figure 14 and Figure 13 , there is a marking M ′ < e such that (((M, N))) ∈ M ′ , which contradicts I[M 0 . . . e] since P riv(A) < (M, N). The reasoning is similar for the other events, bearing in mind that P riv(A) ∈ Bad. 2
Authentication: the responders guarantee
In the following we will prove authentication for a principle that is responder in an NSL protocol exchange. It is helpful, for the remaining part of this report, to give names to some particular events. Given fixed A, B, n, m we call e Proof. Let η ′ be a partial run of NSL. Let us consider the following invariance property: We check the events associated to the NSL protocol and show e = e A 3 . By the Token Game 5.8 we need to concentrate on output events only. Let us look at the initiator events first. Since e has to "produce" a marking that violates the invariant, we are interested only in events that mark messages containing m and do not have {n, m, A} P ub(B) as sub-message. We distinguish the following cases:
The case e ≡ (({m,
This case is excluded by the Freshness Principle 5.6, since we would have F resh(m, e) and e = e B 2 .
()
The case e ≡ (({m} P ub(C) )) (A, B) i.e. e = e A 3 , otherwise we reach a contradiction as before. The responder cases are similar to the ones we just saw, and so are most of the spy cases. We just look at the most interesting case for the spy, which shows the importance of the assumption P riv(A) ∈ Bad. Consider (4)
The case e ≡ (({M} P riv(C) )) 4 :
with m < {M} P riv(C) and {n, m, B} P ub(A) < {M} P riv(C) . It is the case that C = A. In fact P riv(A) ∈ Bad thus the Precedence Principle 5.7 and Lemma 5.9 apply. Since decryption can happen only with the right key (Proposition 4.2) and {n, m, B} P ub(A) < {M} P riv(C) it is {n, m, B} P ub(A) < M. In η there has to be events e (Init (A, B) ) 
Secrecy of the responder's nonce
We state and proof secrecy for a nonce of a principal which uses the NSL protocol as a responder.
Theorem 5.11 (Secrecy) If P riv(A) ∈ Bad and P riv(B) ∈ Bad then for every run η of NSL such that e B 2 ∈ η, the invariant Sec[η] ≡ ∀M ∈ η .((m)) ∈ M holds. Before proving this, we observe that if we allow either the private key of the responder or the private key of the initiator to be leaked, the theorem does not hold. For example if we have P riv(A) ∈ Bad, i.e., the initiator A is corrupted, then there is an obvious attack as the following action trace for NSL shows: 6 : A : out(P riv(A)) A : B : out{n, A} P ub(B) B : in{n, A} P ub(B) B : out{n, m, B} P ub(A) 4 : in(P riv(A)) 4 : in{n, m, B} P ub(A) 4 : out(n, m, B) 3 : in(n, m, B) 3 : out(n) To prove the stated secrecy theorem, we show a stronger result, following the proof strategy taken in [THG98c] . Proof. We will prove a stronger invariant: . We look for the various possibilities for e. By the Token Game 5.8 we have just to inspect the output events. Using the principles in a similar way as done for authentication, we can easily see that no initiator, responder, or spy event can produce a marking
We saw how to state and prove secrecy and authentication guarantees for the responder part of an NSL protocol. The initiator guarantees can be stated and proven very much in the same way.
Conclusions and future work
In this report we introduced a new language for crypto-protocols, and showed an operational, as well as a Petri-net semantics. We showed how to prove secrecy for data that is supposed to stay confidential during the exchange over an insecure medium. We borrow proof techniques from the strand-space approach and the inductive approach. We saw how Petri nets provide a natural denotation for security protocols. The model can help unify a variety of approaches, from process algebra, the use of strand spaces and Paulson's inductive method. We hope especially that it will guide us to a more systematic method for verifying crypto-protocols and in particular to useful logics. We now outline some possible directions of future work.
Proof methods
Logics. As a first logic approach, the BAN logic [BAN89] showed how to prove properties about crypto-protocols at a higher level of abstraction. Although it may be useful to reason about freshness of nonces and keys, it is inadequate to reason about secrecy and other properties. As a future direction we plan to explore ways of giving a logic based on our language. We think it could be a logic on sequences of alternating markings and events, that are the runs of a protocol, and expect it to be useful in proving both authentication and secrecy. Part of the reasoning when proving secrecy or authentication involves showing an invariance property on a partial run. Often reasoning is based on the principles listed in Section 5 which could constitute building blocks for a logic. We wish the logic to interact closely with the program representing an interacting system, so that a case analysis on events can be done by looking at the program. At the moment we don't know if an existing logic suffices. The BAN logic lacks an operationally based semantics. Possibly sequences of markings and events could form the basis of an informative model for checking soundness of principles of BAN logic. Recently Fiore has developed a model checking algorithm for a language very like the one here. Clearly model checking is an area for further investigation.
Open-ended protocols. Most formal methods for analysing security protocols seem to restrict to closed systems, with a fixed number of agents and sometimes only a fixed number of protocol runs. An emerging issue as discussed in [Mea00] is the study of open-ended systems. The strand-space approach and the inductive approach which are both strongly related to the work presented in this report, are moving in this direction. If we look at the proof of secrecy of the previous section, we did not make any assumption on the number of agents and runs of the protocol. It seems that the methods that we are developing support open-ended systems to some extent. If we had to automatise proof methods, we can perhaps hope to tune data independence techniques [Ros98a] to our language: In the case of the NSL protocol, intuition seems to suggest that a property proven for a small system, with two trusted agents, a corrupted agent and the spy, will scale to an arbitrary large system. Another technique that might come to hand is abstract interpretation [CC79] . Often a system that communicates following a protocol, is a parallel composition of components, for each participant in the protocol. Usually the programs of the participants are the same process. In a situation of this kind, there might be a way of relating a set of event sequences of arbitrary system with the one of an abstract "small" system in such a way that an abstract security property implies a security property of the system we want to verify. An other interesting problem, is to study how a protocol combines with other protocols. Work on the strand-space model [THG99] done in this direction may give us some suggestions.
Beyond safety. In this report we concentrated on security properties being safety properties. It is a point of discussion, whether restricting to properties on traces is enough to express properties of protocols. Even if it seems to be so for security and authentication, it may not be the case for others, e.g. non-interference, mentioned earlier in this report. A process language like the one introduced seems to ask for a notion of process equivalence. Defining it and studying security properties that can be defined and proven using such equivalence can be a future direction.
Language extensions and implementation
Modelling probabilistic polynomial time processes. The Dolev-Yao model we looked at, and other models on which formal methods are based for analysing security protocols, take cryptography as a black box. This is a serious restriction of the intruder's capabilities: In practice protocols that are proven correct by formal methods may allow cryptographic attacks. In practice the attacker, even if not able to recover the complete clear-text from a ciphertext, may learn partial information from eavesdropped messages, which might lead to a later attack. An interesting direction is therefore to study ways of removing the black box assumption for cryptography. On the other hand, doing so asks for an other bound on the adversary, and the agents in general. In fact we may want to look at them as probabilistic polynomial time bounded. This would prevent adversaries with unbounded computing power that could just compute all clear-text from the ciphertext. Some existing work in this direction [LMMS98a, LMMS98b, LMMS99] is based on the asynchronous π-calculus [Bou91] . There is the issue of how to give a probabilistic semantics to our language.
Time-stamps. Nonces and time-stamps are an important part of the machinery used in security protocols to achieve guarantees such as authentication and secrecy.
We have seen how to treat nonces by new name generation, following the assumption that random numbers are unguessable. Protocols that incorporate time stamps seem to become more and more interesting not only because they may be useful in providing user authentication; in many cases it is important to certify the date and time a key, or more general a document was issued. Agents that get time-stamped messages or documents may want to check them to be recent, with respect to an accessible clock, or simply to prove that they where issued after a certain point in time. Often the concept of relative time comes into the picture. Desired properties of time stamps are [HS91] : "First they should not relay on the medium on which the data appears, and so avoid the possibility of changing the document, without the change being evident. Second it should be impossible to stamp a document with a time and date different from the actual one." At this point one might ask: What are the assumptions and the extensions of the calculus, in order to allow the treatment of time stamps?
Implementation of the calculus. Recently a flaw in an implementation of the SSL protocol in one of the main browsers has been found [ACR00] :
"The flaw we have found effectively disables one of the two basic SSL functionalities: to assure users that they are really communicating with the intended web server -and not with a fake one. Using this flaw, the attacker can make users send secret information (like credit card data and passwords) to his web server rather than the real one -even if the communication is protected by SSL protocol."
Although the SSL protocol has been proven to substantially guarantee authentication, e.g., [MSS99] , this example shows how an inaccurate implementation may be target of serious attacks. We think that an implementation of our language could help to bridge the gap between informal description of a protocol and its implementation. Assuming a correct implementation of the language, guarantees that can be proven are already valid properties of an implemented protocol.
Models
The models strand spaces, the inductive rules of Paulson, and Petri nets are closely related. The inductive method is couched in terms of rules and this has some consequence such as "stuttering" in the traces generated (see [Pau98, Pau99] ), although they appear harmless in establishing safety properties. In Petri-net terms Paulson's rules correspond to events and provide a description of "flat" nets in which certain events lack control preconditions, and so can occur repeatedly. Strand spaces are closely related to event structures [Win86] , another model emphasising the causal dependencies between events (more precisely, the bundles of a strand space, ordered by inclusion form a stable family [Win86] and so are isomorphic to the configurations of an event structure). There are well-known relations between Petri nets and event structures (a further part to the story of [CDL + 00, CDL + 99]). Incidentally, event structures can express non-deterministic branching not supported by strand spaces (for example, branching of a strand), though this greater detail carries no gain when analysing for safety properties.
